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GEOMETRIC DESIGN OF TURBO ROUNDABOUTS
Tamara Džambas, Saša Ahac, Vesna Dragčević
Subject review
Turbo roundabouts are lately a more common choice in designing multilane roundabouts. First guidelines for geometric design of this particular
roundabout layout were developed by a Dutch Information and Technology Platform CROW in 2008. Soon after, a number of European countries began
to develop their own regulations on turbo roundabouts, adjusted to their traffic cultures and their local conditions. In order to present the diversity of
design approaches for turbo roundabout planning in various European regions, comparative analysis of turbo roundabout design procedures described in
Slovenian technical specifications, Serbian design manual, German working document, and Croatian and Dutch guidelines is made. Relevant influential
parameters used in these procedures are commented. Study presented in this paper may contribute to the success of turbo roundabout planning procedure.
Keywords: comparative analysis; geometric design; guidelines; influential parameters; turbo roundabouts

Geometrijsko oblikovanje turbokružnih raskrižja
Pregledni rad
Turbokružna raskrižja su u posljednje vrijeme sve češći izbor pri projektiranju višetračnih kružnih raskrižja. Prve smjernice za geometrijsko oblikovanje
ovog posebnog tipa kružnog raskrižja razvijene su od strane nizozemskog istraživačkog centra CROW u 2008. Ubrzo nakon toga, nekolicina europskih
zemlja započela je s razvojem vlastitih smjernica, prilagođenih njihovim prometnim navikama i lokalnim uvjetima. Kako bi se dobio uvid u raznolikost
pristupa oblikovanju turbokružnih raskrižja u različitim europskim zemljama, provedena je komparativna analiza postupaka njihova oblikovanja opisanih
u slovenskim tehničkim specifikacijama, srpskom priručniku, njemačkom random dokumentu, te hrvatskim i nizozemskim smjernicama. Komentirani su
relevantni utjecajni parametri koji se u navedenim postupcima koriste. U radu prikazano istraživanje doprinijelo bi uspješnosti provođenja postupka
geometrijskog oblikovanja turbokružnih raskrižja.
Ključne riječi: geometrijsko oblikovanje; komparativna analiza; smjernice; turbokružna raskrižja; utjecajni parametri
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Introduction

A number of studies have shown that standard multilane roundabouts with concentric circulatory lanes have
lower practical capacity compared to the predicted, and a
frequent occurrence of traffic accidents [1÷3]. The
reasons for this are high driving speeds and large number
of potential conflicts at roundabout multilane entrances,
exits and circulatory roadway. In the past few years road
designers have been trying to solve these problems by
introducing new roundabout layouts [4]. One such layout,
which is used in the engineering practice (in design of
new and reconstruction of existing roundabouts) in
growing number of countries, is so-called turbo
roundabout.
Turbo roundabout is a specially designed multilane
roundabout with spiral circulatory roadway, where the
traffic flows at the entrance, circulatory roadway and exit
are physically separated by raised mountable lane dividers
[5]. Due to the physical separation of traffic lanes, driving
speed is reduced, weaving conflicts are eliminated, and
sideswipe collisions at roundabout entrances and exits are
prevented [2]. According to the data on web page of Dirk
de Baan [6], at the moment there are 408 turbo
roundabouts located in 21 countries in Europe, North and
South America and South Africa. Most of them are
located in the Netherlands (302), a country where this
specific roundabout layout was developed, and where first
turbo roundabouts were built [7]. Apart from the
Netherlands, countries with a notable number of turbo
roundabouts are Poland (35), Germany (11), Slovenia
(11), Czech Republic (10) and Hungary (7).
In this paper geometric design of turbo roundabouts
according to several European regulations is analysed.
The main goal of this analysis is to point out the
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importance of "state of the art" approach in turbo
roundabout geometric design, and to establish possible
improvements of existing turbo roundabout design
procedures.
2

Background

Previous studies conducted on turbo roundabouts [815] were mainly based on evaluation of their
performances (capacity, delays), and environmental,
economic and safety benefits, in regard to single-lane,
standard multilane, flower and target roundabouts. Turbo
roundabout geometric design was considered in a number
of other studies [1, 16÷19], which were generally focused
on analysis of Dutch turbo roundabout geometry and
presentation of new design approaches. These new
approaches, which are based on a Dutch design
procedure, are described in national regulations of several
European countries.
First guidelines for turbo roundabout application and
design [7] were published by Dutch Information and
Technology Platform CROW in year 2008. These
guidelines were created on the basis of doctoral thesis of
Dutch researcher dr. Lambertus Fortuijn [16]. After their
release, Dutch guidelines were used not only by Dutch
road designers, but also by road designers from other
regions. Considering the fact that local traffic conditions
and driving behaviours differ from country to country,
other countries began developing their own regulations,
adjusted to their driving standards, drivers’ habits, and
winter maintenance requirements.
Three years after Dutch guidelines were published
Slovenian government released a draft version of
Slovenian technical specifications on turbo roundabouts
[20]. At that moment Slovenia had two roundabouts of
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this kind. In order to adjust its geometric design to local
conditions, Slovenian engineers have been monitoring
and determining potential problems during the roundabout
construction, examining capacity and traffic safety after
its implementation, and supplementing drafted
specifications with new findings [21].
Another country that is intensively working on the
development of turbo roundabout guidelines is Germany.
In year 2010 German non-profit association FGSV, which
consists of developers from various scientific and nonscientific institutions, formed a working group on turbo
roundabouts. The main goal of this group is to gather
information about domestic and foreign experiences with
this type of roundabout, and to create German guidelines
for its geometric design. In the meantime, in order to help
road designers, FGSV released their draft version
(published in 2013) [22]. Two years later FGSV issued an
official working document on turbo roundabout use and
design [23]. The final goal of FGSV working group is to
improve those two documents and implement them within
a German "Guidelines for the design of rural highways"
(RAL) and "Guidelines for the design of urban streets"
(RASt) [24].
Serbian Authority for Roads published a design
manual on turbo roundabouts [25] in February 2014.
Unlike the other countries with technical regulations on
turbo roundabouts, Serbia has no realized turbo
roundabouts yet.
Croatian guidelines for turbo roundabout use and
design [26] were published in September 2014, the same
month when the first turbo roundabout in Croatia was
built. Two more roundabouts of this kind were
constructed and opened to traffic in the city of Pula soon
after.
In some other countries, such as America and Czech
Republic, regulations on turbo roundabouts are still in
developing phases. In American guidelines [27], only a
term of turbo roundabout is given and its key features are
described. With this note in their guidelines American
researchers wanted to inform the US designers about this
increasingly popular roundabout layout. Researchers from
Czech Republic are developing a manual for turbo
roundabouts under the project called "Modern turbo
roundabouts and their application in design of transport
constructions" [28]. This project is mostly dealing with an
adjustment of turbo roundabout design to winter
maintenance requirements in Czech Republic.
Comparative analysis of turbo roundabout design
procedures described in Dutch [7], Slovenian [20],
German [23], Serbian [25] and Croatian [26] regulations
on turbo roundabouts is given below. Dutch, Slovenian
and German regulations are chosen for the analysis due to
the fact that these regulations origin from the countries
with a notable experience in turbo roundabout design.
Serbian and Croatian regulations are chosen because they
are the most recent turbo roundabout regulations, which
accordingly may contain some novelties in geometric
design of this particular roundabout type.
3

Review of turbo roundabout design procedures

According to Slovenian technical specifications [20],
Serbian design manual [25], German working document
310
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[23], and Croatian [26] and Dutch [7] guidelines,
geometric design of turbo roundabouts can be carried out
through the following steps.
1. Selecting one of the available roundabout types.
2. Defining a relevant design vehicle.
3. Creating one of given turbo block templates.
4. Designing the remaining turbo roundabout elements.
5. Conducting design vehicle horizontal swept path
analysis and fastest path vehicle speed analysis.
Despite the fact that turbo roundabout design
procedures described in previous documents are quite
similar, the design approach they recommend is
substantially different. Major differences are shown in
this chapter.
3.1 Turbo roundabout types
A number of different variants of turbo roundabouts
can be constructed considering the planned traffic volume
and capacity distribution on roundabout approaches. Main
roundabout forms given in Dutch guidelines [7],
Slovenian technical specifications [20] and Serbian design
manual [25] are:
- Four leg variants that could also be planned as three
leg variants: Egg, Basic turbo, Knee, Spiral and Rotor
roundabout (Fig. 1);
- Three leg variants: Stretched-knee and Star
roundabout (Fig.2).
Egg, Basic turbo, Knee, Spiral and Stretched-knee
roundabout are recommended forms when one of the
traffic flows is predominant. Rotor or Star roundabout
forms are recommended in case of equal traffic volumes
on all approaches. Other modified variants can further be
designed by varying the number of entry lanes. This
occurs in the Egg roundabout, which is a modified version
of the Basic turbo roundabout [1].

Figure 1 Four leg turbo roundabout variants [7, 20, 25]

In Croatian guidelines [26], reduced number of
aforementioned roundabout forms is given. Those forms
are: Egg, Basic turbo, Knee and Stretched-Knee
roundabout. It can be noticed that all forms given in this
document belong to a group of roundabouts
recommended for use in a case of one dominant traffic
flow. Considering the fact that [26] recommends the
usage of turbo roundabouts when existing two-lane
roundabouts have poor traffic safety and low capacity,
and the fact that existing two-lane roundabouts often have
Technical Gazette 24, 1(2017), 309-318
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evenly spread traffic volumes on all approaches, it would
be advisable that variants where traffic demand is evenly
spread on all approaches are also included.

Figure 2 Three leg turbo roundabout variants [7, 20, 25]

According to German working document [23], there
are maximum two traffic lanes at roundabout circulatory
roadway, and several possible arrangements of entry and
exit lanes on roundabout approaches (Tab. 1). Brilon [29]
states that when applying one of lane combinations from
Tab. 1lane changing on roundabout circulatory roadway is
completely avoided. Turbo roundabout layouts that are in
[23] marked as "typical layouts" are three and four leg
variants of Egg, Basic turbo and Knee roundabout.
Table 1 Arrangements of entry and exit lanes on turbo roundabout [23]

Z1

Z2

Z3

Z4

A1

A2

A3

A4

Entry
lanes

Type

Exit lanes

Type

3.2 Design vehicles
According to all observed documents [7, 20, 23, 25,
26], turbo roundabout elements must provide
unobstructed passage of the relevant design vehicle.
Design vehicle and its swept path therefore have a strong
influence on the turbo roundabout geometric design [19].
The choice of the design vehicle should be based on the
structure of traffic flow, which significantly depends on
the share of the vehicle in the vehicle fleet of the region
where the roundabout is located.
Turbo roundabout templates with predetermined
dimensions given in Dutch guidelines [7] are designed on
the basis of the swept path of a two-axle truck with a
three-axle semitrailer shown in Fig. 3 and Tab. 2. As
reported in [30], two-axle truck with a three-axle
semitrailer is the most commonly used vehicle
combination in Europe.
In Croatian guidelines [26], dimensions for various
turbo roundabout templates are provided, but it is unclear
to which design vehicle they are associated with.
According to Appendix D of general guidelines for
roundabout design [31], relevant design vehicle on
Croatian state roads is a three-axle truck with a three-axle
semitrailer (Fig. 3, Tab. 2). As stated in [30], three-axle
tractors are necessary to avoid overloading of the driving
axle due to the high transport loads. In Croatia, this
Tehnički vjesnik 24, 1(2017), 309-318

vehicle combination is still extremely rare, but in the
foreseeable future it may become more frequent.
According to German working document [23], all
turbo roundabout elements must be designed with regard
to design vehicle swept path. Despite that requirement,
relevant design vehicle for turbo roundabout design in this
document is not recommended. According to German
Guidelines for At-grade Intersection Design [32], relevant
design vehicle on German state roads is a two-axle truck
with three axle semitrailer shown in Fig. 3 and Tab. 2.
According to Slovenian technical specifications [20]
and Serbian design manual [25], "when designing a turbo
roundabout relevant design vehicle is usually a 16,50 m
long truck with a semitrailer". A detailed data about
Slovenian and Serbian design vehicles is available in
German Guidelines for At-grade Intersection Design [32]
and Serbian Technical Manual for Road Design [33] (Fig.
3, Tab. 2). Namely, in Slovenia design vehicles are not
standardised, so their designers use vehicles from German
regulations [34].
Design vehicle parameters that influence vehicle
swept path width are: overall width w, length of the front
overhang t, and length of the wheelbase s2. As shown in
Tab. 2, design vehicles considered in this paper have
similar lengths of the front overhang and the wheelbase,
but different overall widths: Croatian, German, Serbian
and Slovenian design vehicles are 2,50 m wide, and
Dutch 2,55 m. Vehicle width of 2,55 m is an actual width
of trucks with semitrailers in the catalogues of the most
common vehicle manufacturers on the European market,
and the maximum allowed width of motor vehicles and
trailers according to Committee Directive 2002/7/EC
(96/53/EC) [35]. Considering the fact that wider vehicles
occupy a greater area when driving critical turning
movement, i.e. that larger vehicle width leads to more
stringent requirements in terms of swept path analyses, it
would be advisable that widths of the design vehicles are
set to 2,55 m.

Figure 3 Dutch [7], Croatian [31], German [32], Slovenian [32] and
Serbian [33] design vehicles
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Table 2 Dimensions of Dutch, Croatian, German, Slovenian and Serbian design vehicles (trucks with semitrailers)

Element
overall length l / m
overall width w / m
semitrailer length s / m
wheelbase s2 / m
effective rear overhang s3 / m
front overhang t / m

Dutch [7]
16,50
2,55
13,60
7,80
4,20
4,50

3.3 Turbo block
A turbo block is an auxiliary construction used in
turbo roundabout design [1]. Documents presented in this
paper differ significantly in the way of defining the turbo
block, and can be grouped as follows: documents that
provide turbo block templates with predetermined
dimensions (Dutch guidelines [7], Croatian guidelines
[26], Slovenian technical specifications [20] and Serbian
design manual [25]); documents that do not provide turbo
block templates (German working document [23]).
3.3.1 Group 1
Turbo block for common Dutch, Croatian, Slovenian
and Serbian roundabout variants (Egg, Basic turbo, Knee
and Stretched-Knee roundabout) consists of four pairs of
circular arcs with consecutive larger radii (R1, R2, R3, R4),
with centres on the line called a translation axis (Fig. 4).

Figure 4 Turbo block elements for common Dutch [7], Croatian [26],
Slovenian [20] and Serbian [25] roundabout variants

Circular arcs R1 and R2 represent the inner and the
outer edge of the inner circulatory lane L1, while circular
arcs R3 and R4 represent the inner and the outer edge of
the outer circulatory lane L2. At the beginning of the inner
circulatory lane L1, widening that gradually decreases
towards the lane end is performed. This widening is
achieved by designing four centres of circular arcs on the
translation axis: two centres on the left side of the
roundabout geometric centre CG and two centres at the
same distance on the right side of the roundabout
geometric centre. Distance between the outer centres is
labelled with ∆v, and the distance between the inner
centres with ∆u. Outer centres represent the centres of the
smallest circular arcs R1, while the inner centres represent
the centres of larger circular arcs R2, R3 and R4. Physical
separation of the traffic lanes is achieved by 30 cm wide
raised mountable lane dividers, made of special concrete
elements or stone granite cubes.
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Design vehicle
Croatian [31]
German/Slovenian [32]
16,50
16,53
2,50
2,50
13,60
13,61
7,97
7,78
4,03
4,25
4,50
4,50

Serbian [33]
15,40
2,50
12,20
7,15
3,75
4,50

Dutch guidelines [7], Croatian guidelines [26],
Slovenian technical specifications [20] and Serbian design
manual [25] provide various turbo block templates,
depending on the size of a roundabout circulatory
roadway (Tab. 3).
According to Dutch guidelines [7], a turbo
roundabout design should always begin by choosing a
turbo block template that is most favourable from the
aspect of a fastest path vehicle speed. Optimum value of
the inner roundabout radius depends on the dimensions of
the splitter islands on approaches. For the 3 m wide
splitter islands the optimum value of the inner roundabout
radius is 12 m, and in a case of 7 m wide splitter islands
this optimum value increases to15 m [1]. Application of
smaller inner radii is recommended only on locations with
significant spatial limitations, and the application of larger
inner radii only when traffic characteristics demand it
[18].
In Slovenian technical specifications [20] and Serbian
design manual [25] turbo roundabout with an inner radius
of 12 m is classified as a roundabout of "regular" size, and
in Croatian guidelines [26] as a roundabout of "regular"
size that is most commonly used.
As shown in Tab. 3, almost all of the dimensions
given in Croatian turbo block templates differ from the
dimensions of Dutch, Slovenian and Serbian turbo block
templates for 5 cm. This difference arises from different
widths of outer marginal strips on circulatory roadway.
On Dutch, Slovenian and Serbian turbo roundabout these
strips are 45 cm wide ([7] also recommends a value of 40
cm), and on Croatian their width is 50 cm (Fig. 5). Inner
marginal strips are equally wide (20 cm), as well as
circulatory lanes between the outer and the inner marginal
strips.
Maximum width of circulatory lane recommended in
documents from this group amounts to 5,25 m. This value
represents a standard circulatory lane width on suburban
single-lane roundabouts in Netherlands (turbo roundabout
can be regarded as a single lane roundabout due to
physical separation of traffic lanes) [36].
Turbo block should be designed in a way that circular
arcs at one side of the translation axis overlap with
circular arcs at the other side of the translation axis i.e.
that inner circular lane at one side of the translation axis
continues on the outer circular lane at the other side of
translation axis [18]. Turbo block templates given in
Dutch guidelines [7], Slovenian technical specifications
[20] and Serbian design manual [25] do not entirely fulfil
this requirement. In these templates 5 cm shift of circular
arcs at translation axis exists (Fig. 6). In Croatian
guidelines [26] this shift is eliminated by application of 5
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cm wider outer marginal strips i.e. circular arcs are
overlapping on translation axis.
This group of documents provides the same
instructions
for
translation
axis
positioning.

Recommended position of translation axis is clockwise
"five minutes until five" for four-leg intersections (Fig. 4)
and "ten past eight" for three-leg intersections.

Table 3 Dutch [7], Croatian [26], Slovenian [20] and Serbian [25] turbo block templates

Element

R1 / m
R2 / m
R3 / m
R4 / m
L1 / m
L2 / m
Δv / m
Δu / m

Mini
Dutch
Slovenian
Croatian
Serbian
10,50
10,45
15,85
16,15
21,15
21,20
5,35
5,40
5,00
5,05
5,75
5,05

Turbo roundabout template
Regular
Medium
Dutch
Dutch
Slovenian
Croatian
Slovenian
Croatian
Serbian
Serbian
12,00
15,00
14,95
17,15
20,00
17,45
20,30
22,45
25,20
25,25
5,15
5,00
5,05
5,00
4,90
4,95
5,35
5,30
5,15
5,05
5,00
4,95

Large
Dutch
Slovenian
Serbian
20,00

Croatian
19,95
24,90
25,20

29,90
4,90
4,70

29,95
4,95
4,75
5,15
4,75

First centre represents the centre of circular arcs at one
side of the translation axis, and second centre represents
the centre of circular arcs at the other side of the
translation axis. Consequently, German turbo block has
no widening at the beginning of the inner circulatory lane
i.e. the widths of both circulatory lanes are constant.

Figure 5 Cross sections of common Dutch [7], Croatian [26], Slovenian
[20] and Serbian [25] roundabout variants

Figure 7 Turbo block elements according to German working document
[23]

Figure 6 Circular arcs shift [7, 20, 25] and overlapping [26] on
translation axis

As mentioned before, Dutch guidelines [7], Slovenian
technical specifications [20] and Serbian design manual
[25] recommends the use of Rotor and Star roundabout.
Turbo block templates for those two roundabout variants
are provided only in Dutch guidelines [7].
3.3.2 Group 2
According to the German working document [23],
turbo block consists of three pairs of circular arcs (R1, R2,
R3), and only two centres on the translation axis (Fig. 7).
Tehnički vjesnik 24, 1(2017), 309-318

German regulations on turbo roundabouts [23] do not
provide turbo block templates with predetermined
dimensions. According to this document, circulatory lane
width depends on the size of a roundabout diameter and
design vehicle swept path. Recommended values for
roundabout diameter range from 45 m to 70 m, and for
circular lane width from 5,0 m to 6,0 m. Translation axis
position should be determined iteratively depending on
the position of roundabout approaches and the design
vehicle swept path.
3.4 Other turbo roundabout elements
After creating a turbo block, remaining turbo
roundabout elements can be designed: central island,
approaches, and raised mountable lane dividers. As
described below, documents considered in this paper
define these elements in a different manner (same
elements have different purposes), assign different
dimensions to them, and provide different guidelines on
their geometric design.
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3.4.1 Central island
Turbo roundabout central island consists of
traversable apron and non-traversable central part (Fig. 8).
According to Dutch guidelines [7], traversable apron
enables passage of vehicles longer than 22 m through the
inner circulatory lane. Recommended width of traversable
apron is 5 m. In Croatian guidelines [26], Slovenian
technical specifications [20] and Serbian design manual
[25] traversable apron is defined as a surface where
special emergency vehicles and regular vehicles in case of
emergency can stop. Width of traversable apron
recommended by this group of regulations amounts from
2,0 m to 2,5 m.
As well as for traversable apron, above documents
provide different guidelines on design of non-traversable
part of central island. According to Dutch guidelines [7],
non-traversable part of central island is a roundabout
element that is used for placing traffic signs that are
cutting of the view of the horizon in direction of travel
(roundabout safety requirement). According to Croatian
guidelines [26], Slovenian technical specifications [20]
and Serbian design manual [25], this element is
"irrelevant in terms of traffic operations" and represents
the "redundant roundabout space".
In German working document [23], central island is
defined as "important turbo roundabout element". More
detail data about its function and design are not given.

Figure 8 Central apron with flat and spiral beginning

The beginning of traversable apron, i.e. the beginning
of inner circulatory lane, can be designed as flat or spiral.
In Dutch guidelines [7], application of flat beginning is
recommended, because the spiral one is often ambiguous
to the drivers that are approaching roundabout entrance,
and it consequently leads to the conflict at roundabout
circulatory roadway (Fig. 8). In Croatian guidelines [26]
and German working document [23] all roundabout
examples shown on figures have traversable apron with
spiral beginning, and additional instructions on their
design are not given. In Slovenian technical specifications
[20] and Serbian design manual [25] some of roundabout
examples shown in figures are presented with traversable
apron with flat beginning, and some with traversable
apron with spiral beginning. As well as in Croatian
guidelines [26] and German working document [23],
additional instructions on their design are not provided.
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One thing that should be emphasized in all these
documents is that central island shape has great influence
on fastest path vehicle speed, which is an important
indicator of traffic safety in roundabouts.
3.4.2 Approaches
According to Dutch guidelines [7], turbo roundabout
approaches should be aligned at "right angles to a
roundabout", and because of the rideability of long
vehicles these angles should amount to 90°. It should be
noted that approaches aligned at 90° angles are often
difficult to plan, especially in a case of reconstruction of
existing two-lane roundabouts located at sites with
significant spatial limitations. Furthermore, approaches
should be designed in a way that the speed of a passenger
car while passing through the roundabout does not exceed
the maximum recommended value [1]. In Croatian
guidelines [26], Slovenian technical specifications [20]
and Serbian design manual [25] detail guidelines on
roundabout approaches positioning are not provided.
According to German working document [23], axis of
roundabout approaches should intersect in a roundabout
geometric centre, but it is not defined at what angles.
Main parameters that define turbo roundabout
approaches are: width of entry and exit lanes, width of
splitter islands, and entry and exit radii, i.e. radii of
curvature of roadway edges between the roundabout
approaches and the circulatory roadway. All these
parameters should be chosen on the basis of roundabout
size, relevant design vehicle swept path and required
driving speed through a roundabout.
In Dutch guidelines [7], Croatian guidelines [26],
Slovenian technical specifications [20] and Serbian design
manual [25], widths of turbo roundabout entry and exit
lanes are not defined. In German working document [23],
widths of entry and exit lanes are defined as follows: in a
case of single lane entrances and exits, entry lanes are 4,0
m wide and exit lanes 4,50 m; in a case of two-lane
entrances and exits, entry lanes are 3,5 m wide and exit
lanes 4,0 m.
According to Dutch guidelines [7], minimum width
of splitter island is 2,5 m. In Croatian guidelines [26],
Slovenian technical specifications [20] and Serbian design
manual [25] this value is 2,0 m. In German working
document [23] splitter island dimensions are not
recommended.
According to Dutch guidelines [7], minimum radii of
entry and exit curves are 10 m. According to Croatian
guidelines [26], Slovenian technical specifications [20]
and Serbian design manual [25] minimum radii of entry
curves are 12 m, and minimum radii of exit curves 15 m.
According to German working document [23] radii of
entry curves are between 14 m and 16 m, and radii of exit
curves between 16 m and 20 m.
3.4.3 Raised mountable lane dividers
According to Slovenian authors [4], countries with
turbo roundabouts can be divided into these groups:
countries in which raised mountable lane dividers are
used, and countries in which raised mountable lane
dividers are avoided (dismissed). They claim that the
Technical Gazette 24, 1(2017), 309-318
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main reason the latter countries have less satisfactory
experiences with turbo roundabouts is because "road
marking does not prevent the lane changing" [4]. German
author [29] claims that application of mountable lane
dividers is not acceptable because of motorcycle safety,
winter service and maintenance requirements, and that the
absence of these elements does not have great influence
on intersection traffic safety and capacity.
Dutch guidelines [7], Croatian guidelines [26],
Slovenian technical specifications [20] and Serbian design
manual [25] recommend the use of raised mountable lane
dividers. According to Fortuijn [1], lane dividers should
be designed in the manner that "vehicles can drive over
them without damage, while at the same time producing
enough discomfort to discourage this behaviour in most
cases". His research [16] has shown that lane divider 30
cm wide and 7 cm high is optimal. Above mentioned
regulations are recommending these dimensions.
On suburban turbo roundabouts application of
specially designed traversable beginning on a mountable
lane divider is recommended. This element prevents the
impermissible traffic flow weaving on circulatory
roadway and facilitates the passage of long vehicles
through a roundabout (Fig. 9).
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3.5 Performance checks
According to Dutch guidelines [7], Croatian
guidelines [26], Slovenian technical specifications [20]
and Serbian design manual [25], after designing a turbo
roundabout, design vehicle swept path and fastest path
vehicle speed analyses must be carried out. If analyses
show that applied roundabout elements fulfil both swept
path and fastest path vehicle speed requirements, the
design solution can be adopted. If not, redefinition of
applied elements should be performed.
In design procedure described in German working
document [23], design vehicle swept path is the basis for
definition of all roundabout elements. Previous studies,
carried out on various junction types, have shown that this
design approach ensures the usage of optimal dimensions
of roundabout elements, as well as safety and comfort
during driving [37, 38]. Another feature according to
which German working document [23] differs from other
regulations considered in this paper is that fastest path
vehicle speed analyses are not required. Design procedure
described in this document can result with higher driving
speeds through a roundabout, but in that case speed can
be regulated by traffic signs. This especially refers to
roundabouts located at sites with significant spatial
limitations where new redesign of roundabout elements
(increase in roundabout diameter) often is not possible.
3.5.1 Horizontal swept path analysis

Figure 9 Traversable beginning on a mountable lane divider

According to Dutch guidelines [7], standard length of
traversable beginning on mountable lane divider is 4 m. In
Croatian guidelines [26] and Slovenian technical
specifications [20], length of this roundabout element is
not defined; it is only noted that its curvature depends on
the applied entry curve radii Re and outer circulatory lane
inner radii R3.This design approach is substantially better,
because the designer can choose an arbitrary length that
will precisely accommodate the design vehicle swept
path, and at the same time prevent the weaving on the
circulatory roadway. In Serbian design manual [25] detail
guidelines on traversable lane divider beginning design
are not provided.
Opening width at the inner circulatory lane entrance
is not defined in any of considered documents. Study [19]
has shown that this width depends on the design vehicle
swept path, entry and circulatory path radii applied during
swept path analyses, minimum clearances, lane divider
width and chosen circulatory roadway inner radius.
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Documents presented in this paper set different swept
path requirements. According to Croatian guidelines [26],
Slovenian technical specifications [20] and Serbian design
manual [25] "when conducting a critical turning
movement the design vehicle must not track over the
traversable central apron, or the 30 cm wide raised
mountable lane dividers placed between the circulatory
lanes, and it can track over the traversable beginning on
raised mountable lane divider". In Dutch guidelines [7],
such behaviour is recommended, but not mandatory.
According to German working document [23], while
driving through a roundabout design vehicle must not
track over the neighbouring lane. In some other regions,
for instance in Czech Republic, such behaviour is allowed
i.e. long vehicles are, because of insufficient entry, exit
and circulatory lanes widths, allowed to drive partially in
neighbouring lanes [39].
All considered regulations, except the German
working document [23], provide values for the entry path
radius, an important input parameter in swept path
analysis. According to Dutch guidelines [7],
recommended value for the entry path radius is 12 m.
According to Croatian guidelines [26], Slovenian
technical specifications [20] and Serbian design manual
[25], when vehicle is entering the inner circulatory lane,
entry path radius of 20 m should be applied, and when
vehicle is entering the outer circulatory lane, entry path
radius of 12 m should be applied. Application of larger
entry path radii does not result with significantly greater
opening widths of inner circulatory lane, but with wider
swept area at circulatory roadway entrance (Fig. 10).
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Figure 10 Entry path radii to inner circulatory lane

In German working document [23], additional
limitation in swept path analysis is introduced. This
limitation is a minimum clearance along design vehicle
movement trajectories that provide unhindered passage of
vehicles that drive simultaneously on circulatory
roadway. Minimum clearance also represents a protective
lateral width needed for a long vehicle driver to maintain
driving direction. According to this document, lateral
distance between the vehicles on the circulatory roadway
should be 1,0 m; minimum clearance is therefore 0,50 m.
In Appendix IV of Dutch guidelines on turbo roundabouts
[7], swept path analysis results for right turn and through
movement on standard turbo roundabout are shown.
These examples are indicating that in this document
minimum clearance is not taken into account. According
to appendix D of Croatian general guidelines for
roundabout design [31], minimum clearance represents
"an additional space for passage of vehicles that do not
use path intended by project". Minimum clearance of 0,50
m (or at least 0,30 m) is recommended on all roundabout
segments, except on the outer edges of circulatory
roadway, where this parameter amounts to 1,0 m [31].
This approach can lead to oversized roundabout solutions
and greater speeds on circulatory roadway. In Slovenian
technical specifications [40] and Serbian design manual
[25] on general roundabout design, minimum clearance of
1,0 m is recommended.
3.5.2 Fastest path vehicle speed analysis
Fastest path vehicle speed is the speed a passenger
car achieves while taking the straightest possible path
through a roundabout, in the absence of other vehicles and
by not respecting the lane markings on the roadway [41].
Because of raised mountable lane dividers, the fastest
path of a passenger car while driving straight through a
turbo roundabout has greater deviation than fastest path of
a passenger car in a two-lane roundabout. Consequently,
driving speeds in turbo roundabouts are lower than those
in two-lane roundabouts [17]. Dutch guidelines [7],
Croatian
guidelines
[26],
Slovenian
technical
specifications [20] and Serbian design manual [25] are
providing same directions for turbo roundabout fastest
path vehicle speed analysis procedure. According to these
documents, analysis should be carried out for: through
movement, right turn from the outer entry lane and right
turn from the inner entry lane. Vehicle fastest paths
should always be assigned in respect to potential points of
impact and should be placed at the distance of 1 m from
them.
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Simple swept path analysis carried out on a standard
turbo roundabout of regular size with a passenger car
from Dutch regulations [42] showed that 1 m clearance
does not always ensure unhindered passage of a passenger
car: while driving straight through a turbo roundabout
vehicle was tracking over the outer edges of the roadway
(Fig. 11). In other regulations, such as Serbian technical
rules [43] and American guidelines [27], larger minimum
clearances are recommended. According to [43],
minimum clearance from the outer edge of the roadway
amounts to 1,5 m, and from the edge of the central island
to 2,0 m. According to [27], minimum clearance from the
road marking of the splitter island amounts to 1,0 m, and
from the outer edge of the roadway and the edge of the
central island to 1,5 m. Research [38] has shown that 2 m
clearances result with great curvature of vehicle path i.e.
they do not define straightest possible path of a single
vehicle through a roundabout. Considering all of the
above, optimum value of minimum clearance is 1,5 m.

Figure 11 Fastest path vehicle speed analyses

According to [7, 26, 20, 25] vehicle speed on fastest
path defined by previous procedure can be calculated with
a help of the Eq. (1):

V = 7, 4 ⋅ R ,

(1)

where: V – fastest path vehicle speed (km/h), R – fastest
path radius (m).
According to Dutch guidelines [7], fastest path
vehicle speed through a turbo roundabout should amount
to between 37 and 40 km/h, and according to Croatian
guidelines [26], Slovenian technical specifications [20]
and Serbian design manual [25], recommended value of
this speed is between 35 and 37 km/h.
4

Discussion

Regulations on turbo roundabouts presented in this
paper differ in the following: number of turbo roundabout
variants, information about relevant design vehicles,
dimensions of certain turbo block and cross-section
elements, definition of particular roundabout elements,
and input parameters in roundabout performance checks.
Despite the previous differences, described turbo
roundabout planning procedures are quite similar. In
Slovenian technical specifications, Serbian design
manual, and Dutch and Croatian guidelines firstly initial
roundabout scheme is designed, and then swept path and
fastest path vehicle speed analyses are carried out. This
Technical Gazette 24, 1(2017), 309-318
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design approach therefore greatly depends on the quality
of performance checks, and gives freedom to the designer
on the decision whether the project solution is acceptable
or not. Those design procedures consequently can lead to
oversized and undersized roundabout solutions because
the designer can conclude that chosen roundabout
elements are satisfactory if they accommodate the design
vehicle swept path in any manner - with lack or extra
space for unobstructed passage of relevant design vehicle.
Considering the above, it would be advantageous that
these documents define more relevant input parameters
for swept path analysis, including the detailed instructions
for design vehicle choice.
In German working document design vehicle swept
path is used not only as a performance check at the end of
a design process, but also as a key parameter in geometric
design of all turbo roundabout elements. Long term
studies performed at the Department for Transportation of
the Faculty of Civil Engineering, University of Zagreb
[37, 38], have confirmed that this design approach ensures
the usage of optimal roundabout element dimensions and
an unhindered path for the design vehicle through the
intersection. As well as in previous group of design
procedures, detail guidelines on swept path analysis
would significantly contribute to the success of this
design procedure.
Another thing that should be emphasized is that swept
path requirements significantly depend on alignment of
roundabout approaches (non-radial, curvilinear, etc.).
Slovenian, Serbian, Dutch and Croatian regulations
provide turbo roundabout templates with predetermined
turbo block dimensions that refer only to radial
approaches, aligned at 90° angles at circulatory roadway.
In engineering practice, application of roundabouts with
such “ideal” position of the approaches is rare, especially
in a case of intersection reconstruction. Design procedure
described in German regulations considers all of
previously mentioned
positions of roundabout
approaches.
5

Conclusion

An overview of regulations for turbo roundabout
geometric design, valid in Netherlands, Slovenia, Serbia,
Croatia and Germany, showed that design procedure
described in German regulations significantly differs from
other procedures considered in this paper, i.e. that
German design procedure, compared to other procedures,
results with optimal roundabout element dimensions and
can be used in a case of various positions of roundabout
approaches.
Considering the above, further studies on turbo
roundabout geometry should be based on the design
concept recommended by German regulations. During
that, input parameters recommended in this paper should
be used. Future studies should include the following: (1)
definition of new step-by-step turbo roundabout design
procedure, based on the rules of design vehicle movement
geometry; (2) definition of more relevant input
parameters in swept path analysis; (3) definition of
relationships between the turbo roundabout radius, design
vehicle swept path and circulatory lane width; (4)
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definition of the influence of various alignments of
roundabout approaches on turbo-block dimensions.
6
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